LE SUEUR PEER NOMINATION FORM
This form may be freely photocopied, provided the source is acknowledged.

DIRECTIONS –
Please read through the questions and think carefully about your answers.
If you don’t think there is anyone in your class who ‘fits’ the description, then you
can leave a blank.
If you think that YOU would be the best person then you can put your own name.
You can nominate up to three people but you don’t HAVE to fill the lines.
Please use the lines to write on.
DO NOT write the teacher’s name for any of your answers.
1.

Here are some words –

Independent

self-controlled mature responsible

stable

IF
Your class was going to help set up a school council and you were looking
for
People who ‘fitted’ these words, who would you nominate?
________________________ _________________________________
2.

Here are some words –

kind

thoughtful

good natured

caring

considerate

IF
There was a class prize for consideration of others, who would you
nominate? Use the words in the box to help you decide.
________________________ ________________________________
3.

Here are some words –

Responsible
sensible

grown up

reliable

sophisticated trustworthy

IF
You needed someone who could be relied upon to be all these things, who
would you choose ?
____________________

_____________________ _______________
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4.

Here are some words –

happy

funny

a comedian

rare

The words in this box are ones that some students chose to describe a
person who has a special kind of sense of humour. Is there anyone you
know of in your class who can see the funny side of most situations, or
who can make up jokes without putting anyone down?
________________________ _________________________________
5.

Here are some words –

fair

responsible

honest

trustworthy

IF
The class set up a court, who would you select as JUDGE?
________________________

Who would you select as LAWYERS?
________________________ ______________________ ________
Who would you select for the JURY?
________________________ ______________________ _________
6.

Here are some words –

emotional

enthusiastic

eager to learn

Who in your class is most like this?
________________________ _________________________________
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